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In the summer of Ig) I it is expected that the whole country will celebrate the
centenary of the great exhibition of I8) I with a Festival of the Arts and Sciences.
To this end, machinery for the organisation and administration of the Festival is
now being set up at a national level which will have the support of H.M. Government. The chief duty of this national Festival Committee will be to co-ordinate
activities, and to administer such national funds as may be available for approved
schemes in various centres. Although London is likely to be the main centre of
activity, each city, town and rural community will be expected to make its own
contribution in order that the Festival may have a nation-wide appeal. Certain
centres, which have already made known their desire to co-operate, are setting
up their local committees and planning extensive and varied programmes, including
exhibitions of arts and crafts; local festivals of music and drama; pageants,
galas and other special attractions.
The real purpose of this Festival is to provide a unique attraction for the everincreasing number of overseas visitors to Britain by showing our national achievements and artistic resources on an unprecedented scale. The great exhibition of
IS~I summed up the whole epoch of the industrial revolution which brought
Britain to the height of her power. It is hoped that the I9) I Festival will show
the country in an advanced stage of recovery from her last great ordeal.
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The main difference between the two exhibitions will be that, while the first
was centred in that magnificent triumph of architectural and engineering achievement the Crystal Palace, the one now proposed will be spread over the whole
country. Every authority will work autonomously to create its own attractions
within the general framework of the national scheme. If, as appears desirable and
in most cases probable, the emphasis is on current and retrospective local
achievement, then the Festival as a whole should present a truly remarkable
picture of our national attainments and resources.
So far Leeds has taken no act,'ve steps in planning its Festival activities, but its
contribution should be a substantial one. With its great traditions in music, in
the visual arts, as well as in its varied industries, the city should be able to put on
its own attractive Festival. In the visual arts Leeds has its own very special and
permanent attraction in Temple Newsam House, as well as a potentially good
Art Gallery. Exhibitions will be planned for both during the Festival period and
these will have a particularly local interest, but a wide appeal. The visual arts
will be catered for in this way, but a far more important contribution to the
Festival would be the completion of the structural alterations to the Art Gallery
in accordance with the plans now under consideration.
At present the Art Gallery is not an attraction to visitors despite the fact that
its collections are of considerable importance. The obscure and dingy entrance
is most uninviting and wholly unworthy of the contents. An imposing entrance
facing the Headrow, and the interior made more attractive and in every way
more convenient for visitors, would give us an Art Gallery which could provide
such amenities as an adequate lecture room, students'ooms, meeting rooms for
local societies, as well as extra and urgently-required
exhibition space. The
completion of this work would be a worthy project for the i9~z Festival, and
one which would be of permanent value to the city. Dare we hope that this and
other similar schemes which will be a permanent asset will be included, and
perhaps given priority over more ephemeral projects, in any programme which
the city may decide upon for this national Festival. Let us remember that even
if we were confined entirely to the resources of our present collections, these
shown in an adequate and attractive setting would provide an attraction worthy
of the Festival and of the city.

Art Ga11ery Christmas

Cards

Last year the Art Gallery published two Christmas Cards and the demand for
them was so great that we were unable to satisfy people's requirements. This has
encouraged us to repeat the idea and this year to reproduce three of our pictures.
The first, Matthew Smith's Lilies, shown on the opposite page, will be in colour
and will be sold at one shilling and sixpence. The other two subjects, J. J.
Tissot's The Bria'esmaia', which proved so popular last year, and Joseph Rhodes's
Skyrack Oak in tinter, are actual photographs and will be sold at one shilling
each. Orders for these can now be placed at the City Art Gallery.
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LILIES

Oil on canvas 3O X zz
BOUGHT FROM CORPORATION

MATTHBW
FUND

I939

A popular painting noHI reproduced in colour as
Art Gallery Christmas Cards
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SOME RECENT ACQUISITIONS

The problem of introducing artificial lighting at Temple Newsam is slowly
but very effectively being solved by the acquisition of suitable fittings. Two
elaborate glass chandeliers of late t8th and early t9th century date have already
been bought by the corporation. Now a third, most beautiful example, has been
presented by Councillor F. E. Tetley, who last year gave the two carved Georgian
tables for the Long Gallery. This highly decorative and elegant piece, with its
profusion of delicate swags and exquisitely cut pendants, is a fine example of the
products of the English glasshouses at the end of the t8th century. In the northwest room, where it is now shown, it becomes an important decorative feature
with the freely-carved wood chimney-piece, picture frames and
harmonising
furniture dating from the middle of the century. This is a valuable acquisition
and a most generous gift, for chandeliers of such quality, which are needed for
the illumination of the rooms at Temple Newsam, are becoming extremely rare.

SEPTEMBER

Oil on panel 9$ X r4$
F. L. VICKERMAN

PRESENTED BY MRS.
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JACK YEATS

The exhibitions of paintings by Jack Yeats was a source of real delight to many
hundreds of people who had not previously had the opportunity of seeing the
work of this brilliant Irish artist, who is so inadequately represented in the
galleries of this country. Leeds already owned one early example which was
shown in the exhibition. Now, through the generosity of Mrs. F. L. Vickerman
of Dublin, we have acquired a second, and more recent example. This painting
September, though characteristic of the artist's vigorous technique, is much more
restrained in feeling than most of the works in the exhibition. It is a welcome
addition to our collection of contemporary paintings, but even now Yeats is not
adequately represented and we may yet hope to acquire at least one more important canvas by this extrardinarily fine artist.
Another acquisition of importance is the portrait of Julius Ctesar Ibbetson by
George Cuitt. This sensitive portrait is given by Miss Rotha Mary Clay and is
at present included in the exhibition at Temple Newsam. George Cuitt (or Cuit,
as he prefers to sign himself) was a native of Malton.
He was born in z743
(sixteen years before Ibbetson) and died in z8i8. The portrait shows Ibbetson
at the age of eighteen when he was just starting his career as an artist. Cuitt's
work is not well known though there are a number of rather dull landscapes,
which have only a topographical interest, in Yorkshire private collections. It is
surprising to find an artist who devoted most of his life to painting large and
uninspired landscapes should be able to produce such an exquisite portrait. A
few portraits by him are known but few have the quality of this one.
The charming silhouette by John Miers, see page 8, has been given by
Mrs. J. Morgan May in memory of her husband, who was an authority on the
artist and a keen collector of his work. This, unfortunately, is our only example
of the work of this famous Leeds profilist, and a very welcome addition to our
collection. An article will appear in the next number of the Calendar.
A painting The Fisherman; two aquatints A Steep Street, Bath, and Zansdowne
Crescent, Bath; and an etching Glasses, by Sylvia Gosse, have been given by
Mrs. Powell through the Sickert Trust. We are already indebted to the Trust for
the fine collection of drawings and etchings by W. R. Sickert and Therese Lessore
given in ig46.
Among the recent loans to Temple Newsam I would like to call attention to
the noble portrait of Robert Allan by Sir Henry Raeburn, which has been lent for
an indefinite period by Mr. Noel Clay. Rarely does one see a portrait which
conveys such dignity and character. So many male portraits, even by artists of
the first rank, are little more than superficial likenesses or decorative compositions,
but this is one of the most arresting character studies in our collection and it shows
Raeburn at his best.
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F. E. TETLEY D.S.O.
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AN EXHIBITION EXPERIMENT

The Three Centuries Festival was an experiment without precedent in Leeds.
Its original ambitious claim was to attempt to show parallel developments in the
arts of music, literature, book production, painting and costume over a period
of two hundred and fifty years. Such a project was, of course, quite impossible
with only three orchestral concerts and within the limited space of the Art Gallery.
Even the main developments of music over such a long period cannot be covered
in three concerts, nor is it possible to illustrate adequately the more important
changes in the visual arts in the space at our disposal. In literature the problem
was easier because it was less hampered by the elements of time and space. This
section was therefore the most complete, and created the ideal pattern which
unfortunately could not be carried out in the other arts.
Nevertheless the festival as such was a success. The three delightful concerts
given by the Yorkshire Symphony Orchestra, and the three chamber music
concerts given at the City Museum were widely appreciated as musical treats, if
not for their chronological significance. The exhibition in the Art Gallery
succeeded in presenting four separate pictures showing the essential differences
between the mid t8th century, the early >9th century, the late z9th and early
scene. These were vaguely linked together
moth century and the contemporary
by indications of transitional developments in painting. But here again it was
the spectacle rather than the historical significance, which, in the main, attracted
our seven thousand visitors.
It was interesting to learn that from our available collections such a satisfying,
even though incomplete, survey of English painting could be presented. Only
two pictures were borrowed specially for the exhibition, both of considerable
importance. Zoffany's The Young Family from Liverpool, which alone so completely epitomises the spirit of the t8th century; and Hogarth's Garrick as
Richard llI.
The first and last groups were the most complete. The classical age of English
art, rightly dominated by the great Georgian portrait painters, included also
works by Richard Wilson, Canaletto and Pannini showing early developments
in English landscape and the strong Italian influence on topography and decoration. These together with a tableau of z8th century costumes and some musical
instruments completed a fairly satisfying picture of the "age of elegance." The
early z9th century group, though well represented in portraiture, and by some
minor landscape and history painters, reminded us of serious gaps in our collecAgain in the Victorian-Edwardian
tion, Turner and Constable in particular.
room the Pre-Raphaelites were poorly represented by our small version of Hunt's
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Shadow of Death, and the belated, native follower, Atkinson Grimshaw. Happily
a selection from the Roberts collection of Barbizon school pictures helped to
form the link between realism and the English manifestations of Impressionism.
In the contemporary room we were able to cover the last thirty years without
any serious gaps.
If for no other reason than providing an opportunity of arranging our permanent collection to show its strength and its weakness, the festival was worth
while. But it also showed the great possibilities for co-operation between those
departments
of the corporation concerned with the various arts. A useful
precedent has been established, and already there is talk of another festival,
covering a shorter and more manageable period, being held next year.

A BEAUTY OF LEEDS

On chalk 3g X 3

J. MORGAN
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THE IBBETSON EXHIBITION
In the last issue of the Calendar, Miss Rotha Mary Clay gave an interesting
introduction
to the exhibition of paintings and drawings by Julius Ca'.sar
Ibbetson, opened at Temple Newsam House by Mr. Ralph Edwards on September
zend. The article also left us in pleasant anticipation of the admirable book
written by Miss Clay, now published by Country Life, which gives for the first
time the complete and authentic story of Ibbetson's life and work.
For those who have read this fascinating life story, and the account of the
artist's varied accomplishments as a painter and a draughtsman, the exhibition
will prove to be a comprehensive survey of all aspects of his work. For those
who have not read the book, Ibbetson's varied accomplishments will no doubt

THE PAINTER'S HOME, AMBLESIDE

Oil on panel

THE FERENS ART GALLERY~ HULL

E~Se 9

r

r$ X r6

J. C, IBBETSON

PORTRAIT

OF

I, C. IBBETSON

Oil

on canvas c>$

X

pII

PRESENTED BY ROTHA MARY CLAY
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LANDSCAPE WITH FIGURES

Oil on panel 8 X Io
T. RISHWORTH ESQ.

TO LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY BY

J. C. IBBETSON

'RESENTED

come as a surprise. He has always been regarded as one of the minor masters of
English painting, and it would be unreasonable to claim for him a more exalted
position. But so little has been known of his work that he has remained in
unwarranted
obscurity compared with some of his contemporaries whom he
rivals.
Now, for the first time, he can be seen and judged as a painter of somewhat
uneven quality, but occasionally of brilliance; as a draughtsman
rivalling in
many instances his great contemporary Rowlandson;
and as a gifted illustrator.
The rich quality of his paint and his faultless composition in such canvasses as
The Painter's Home, Ambleside, The Sailor Boy's Departure, and some of the
Masham subjects put him on the same plane as George Morland.
But too
frequently he falls below this standard to be considered as great a painter.
In watercolour, or more correctly, tinted drawings, he has few rivals. The
Skating Scene, Fashionables in the Park and Tenby are extraordinarily brilliant
and here he is wholly individualistic,
thoroughly English and masterly. The
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influence of I7th century Dutch artists like Ostade and Avercamp is very obvious,
but that experience has been turned to a very personal account.
An interesting reflection on the romantic tendencies of the time can be made
by comparing the watercolour The Pass of Aberglaslyn with the painting of the
same subject. In the first we see a rocky, but otherwise placid landscape with
cows grazing. In the oil version, made from the watercolour, the landscape has
become a barren rock-bound., storm-ridden wilderness only superficially reconcilable with the original sketch. Ibbetson, like most of his contemporaries, has
a strong romantic bias, but he hnds his real metier in the actual recording of
simple rustic scenes and characters. The five little watercolours Zife in Wales,
executed in t792 are valuable historical records, in addition to having great
aesthetic charm.
But most surprising of all are the exquisite little illustrations for The History
of the Acorn and The Adventures of Gabriel Outcast, which alone should ensure
this previously unrecognised I.eeds artist permanent recognition in any survey
of British art. The exhibition goes on to Bristol ancl York.
We are grateful to the Editor of Country Life for the loan
of the blocks for the illustrations to the article.
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THE RIVER IJRE AT MASHAM
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THE BRADFORD ART GALLERY

J. C. IBBErsoH

The Royal Sisters
Mary 11 and Anne in Sculpture

KATHARINE

A. ESDAILE

WILLIAM AND MARY
When Mary II died in December, 1694> great regret was felt in London, and
a proceeding which
a proposal to erect her statue on the second Royal Exchange
was welcomed, but
involved one of William also, as they were joint sovereigns
the statues so erected vanished after the fire of'8g8. In Aprily I940y however,
I was able to identify the model for the statue of William, which was recognised
beyond doubt from a drawing, descriptions and engravings; the statuette, which
reached the Victoria and Albert Museum gilt all over, had the gilt removed, and
the fine quality of the terracotta was disclosed. The statues were placed side by
side in an enlarged niche, the making of which was entrusted to the City Mason,
the City of London, as the inscription S.P.Q.L. indicated, not, as usual, a City
Company, being responsible f'r the cost, grzo for the two, as the City Chamberlain's accounts show; the sculptor employed was John Nost, but as I said in
publishing the statuette of William, it seemed most unlikely that we should ever
know more of the Mary. The unlikely has happened, and the model of Mary'
Exchange statue, not recognised as such by its donor, has been generously given
to the same Museum, and this is the one I have the pleasure of publishing to-day.
the engravings, for instance, which
In several ways it amplifies our knowledge
range from r7rz to j.8zz, are very small and indistinct, and do not show her orb
or the details of her dress but the general correspondence is entirely satisfactory,
and the model, unlike the William, preserves the original colouring as completely
as does the delightful terracotta model of a statue of Sir Andrew Judd, belonging
to the Skinner's Company. It is fair to note, however, that the William may
have been originally gilt (though the gilding on the model when it was brought
to the Museum was modern and very bad) since an entry in the books of the
tells us that Grinling Gibbons was
Armourers'ompany
paid
4o in full for
his erecting and gilding his present Majesty's [James II's] statue upon the
Exchange." I owe this fact, here first published, to the courtesy of the Clerk
Company; but I confess that I think it more likely that William's statue,
and the model in his Coronation robes, were painted like his Queen'; James
was shown, as with Gibbons was inevitable, in Roman armour> to which gilding
was not so unsuitable, and the authorship of the lost James is a new fact in

—
—

—

"

$

of'he

Gibbons'istory.
The new model shows Mary in her Coronation robes, her crown set far back
to allow for the raised curls over her forehead as William's is to allow for those
on his periwig; her robe is of dark blue, worn over a richly jewelled and
page
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QUEEN ANNE

ANDREw CARPENTER

Height zoo cm.
CITY ART GALLERY, I.EEDS

17I 2

QUEEN MARY II
Painted terra-cotta model 6ocm.
VICTORIA AND ALBERT MUSEUM

embroidered petticoat of deep red, with a scarf over her right arm; her belt and
bodice are jewelled, as is her waist, and peculiar lappets, whose form corresponds
to those which fringe Queen Anne's bodice at Leeds and which appear on no
other work that I know of, hang from the shoulders; a lace fall encircles her
neck, round which is a string of pearls; her hair is curled and strung with pearls;
her right hand holds the sceptre (shown in all engravings), her left the orb, and
it is noteworthy, and borne out by the engravings, that her husband does not
hold the orb, a public recognition by the City that they were on the throne by
right of her birth, not his. The point is historically interesting and somewhat
curious, since they were joint sovereigns, and may suggest that William's very
expensive campaigns were not popular in the City, as they certainly were not in
the country at large. In point of fact, this was the only statue of William III
erected in his lifetime, except for one commissioned in zpoz, returned on the
sculptor's hands the moment William died, and ultimately erected in Portsmouth
harbour.
William was completely uninterested in the arts, and the arts in him; when
in z7z8 Bird, at the height of his fame, who had done a bust of him for a private
patron, proposed a statue to him on Cornhill, no one subscribed and the project
was dropped; it was not till the reign of George II that the vogue of the Protestant Hero really began.
This may perhaps account for the fact that the Exchange statue is the only
sculptured portrait of Mary known to us, so that the preservation of the model
is of singular interest. As for the painting, we know from Ben Jonson's Magnetic
La Jy that
"all City statues must be painted
Or they be worth naught in their subtle judgment;"
and if Mary's brown hair and blue eyes are familiar in paintings, her double chin,
her beautiful arms, and weak eyes, conspicuous in the statuette, are matters of
history. It seems hard to believe that this stout woman, with crow's feet round
her eyes and deep lines at the corners of the mouth, was only thirty-two at her
death. Engravings of the Exchange make it clear that the sculptor did not blink
the fact that she was very much taller than her diminutive husband, who stood
on her right, to allow, doubtless, for the projection of her left arm holding the
orb; his left arm rests on his hip, just above the sword hilt, and takes up little
room; had she been on his right, they would have had to stand farther apart,
which would have involved a bigger niche and have had the absurd result of her
seeming to thrust the orb under his nose. The difference in their height is shown
in crude fashion in Mrs. Goldsmith's wax funeral effigies from Westminster
Abbey, where he stands on a stool and even so is not so tall as Mary; it may be
worth noting that these effigies were certainly not taken from casts of their dead
faces, as their predecessors'ere, for they are very far from characteristic portraits of either sovereign, whereas Nost's on the Exchange are intensely true
to life.

"

[continued on page
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ARTS CA:
LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY
OPEN DAILY 10-30 to 6-30; WEDNESDAYS 10-30 to 8-30; SUNDAYS 2-30 to 5-30

NOVEMBER
6 to 28

LEEDS FINE ARTS CLUB
exhibition of works by members of the club which
during the past year has attracted a number of new members.

The annual

JANUARY
1 to 8

STUDENTS'RTS FESTIVAL

FEBRUARY
5 to 19

LEEDS CAMERA CLUB

PICTURE OF THE MONTH
OCTOBER

WILLIAM HOGARTH
Garrick as Richard III. Lent by the Right Hon.
The Earl of Faversham from Duncombe Park.

NOVEMBER

SIR THOMAS LAWRENCE P.R.A.
Portrait of George Canning.
from Bretton Park.

DECEMBER

Lent by Lord Allendale

CRIVELLI
The Coronation of the Virgin. Lent by the Right Hon.
The Earl of Scarborough from Sandbeck Park.

TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE
OPEN DAILY, INCLUDING

SUNDAYS, 11-30 to dusk

To OCTOBER

31

JULIUS CESAR IBBETSON 1759—1817
A comprehensive Exhibition of Paintings
Leeds born artist of national reputation.

NOVEMBER and
DECEMBER

and Watercolours

by a

Early English Watercolours from the Permanent
Collection and other sources

page
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LENDAR
SOME YORKSHIRE EXHIBITIONS
OCTOBER
Exhibition of Italian Art
Exhibition of Dutch Art
Huddersfield Art Society
Early English Watercolours from the
Whitworth Art Gallery, Manchester
Harrogate, Art Gallery
The Art of Drawing (Arts Council Exhibition)
Bradford, Art Gallery
The Herbert Powell Collection of Old English Watercolours
York Art Gallery
Dutch Pai ntings from the National Loan Collection Trust
and Joseph Halfpenny Bi-Centenary
Keighley, Museum
Old Keighley
Wakefield, Art Gallery
Paintings and Drawings by Ernest Robinson
Bradford, Art Gallery
Bradford Arts Club
Harrogate, Art Gallery
British Books, 1948 (National Book League
and Arts Council)
Sheffield, Graves Art Gallery
Old Masters from the Graves Collection
Sheffield, Graves Art Gallery
Sheffield College of Art Sketching Club
Doncaster, Art Gallery and Museum
Annual Exhibitions of the Doncaster School
of Art and Crafts and the Doncaster New Art Group
Batley, Art Gallery
Bradford Artists
Hull, Ferens Art Gallery
Hull College of Arts and Crafts Exhibition
Sheffield, Graves Art Gallery
Pictures from the Imperial War Museum
Sheffield, Graves Art Gallery
Pictures by lvon Hitchins
Harrogate, Art Gallery
Harrogate Group of Artists
Sheffield, Graves Art Gallery
Sheffield Graves Art Gallery
Huddersfield, Art Gallery
Wakefield, Art Gallery

—

Royal Society of Painters
Etchers
Acquisitions of the Last Year
The Turner Collection from Farnley Hall
British Book Design (Arts Council Exhibition)
The Cook Collection of Old Masters:
Series V
Georgian Group: Wm. Kent Bi-Centenary Exhibition
Designs and Fashions (Arts Council Exhibition)
Turner Drawings from the British Museum
Watercolours from the Whitworth Art Gallery,
Manchester
Art of the Countryman (Arts Council Exhibition)
Paintings by Percy Robinson
West Riding Artists'nnual
Exhibition

Sheffield, Graves Art Gallery
York, Art Gallery
Huddersfield, Art Gallery
Sheffield, Graves Art Gallery
Doncaster, Art Gallery and Museum

Hull, Ferens Art Gallery
Batley, Art Gallery
Hull, Ferens Art Gallery
York, Art Gallery

Harrogate, Art Gallery
Batley, Art Gallery
Wakefield, Art Gallery

Sept. 29 to Jan. 17
Oct. 2 to Nov. 8
Oct. 2 to 30
Oct. 2 to 23

Oct. 2 to 24
Oct. 2 to 30
Oct. 9 to Nov. 7
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

9 to
9 to
9 to
9 to

Nov. 14
Nov. 28
Nov. 28
31

Oct. 15 to March 31
Oct. 16 to 30
Oct. 21 to Nov. 7
Oct. 23 to
Oct. 23 to
Oct. 23 to
Oct. 30 to
Oct. 30 to

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

NOVEMBER
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

6 to 27
8 to Dec.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

14 to
15 to
21 to
27 to

9 to Dec. 5
10 to 27
13 to Dec. 12
28
25

Dec. 31
Dec. 27

Nov. 27 to Dec. 19
Nov. 27 to Dec. 18
Nov. 27 to

DECEMBER
Sbeffield, Graves
Sheflield, Graves
Sheffield, Graves
Hull, Ferens Art

Art Gallery
Art Gallery
Art Gallery
Gallery

Sheffield Photographic Society
Constable and his School
Sheffield Society

of Artists'nnual

Pictures by
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Exhibition
(Hull)

E. Anderson

13
14
20
27
28

Dec. 1 to Jan. 3
Dec. 2 to Jan.
Dec. 4 to Jan.
Dec. 4 to 31

THE ROYAL SISTERS [cootinueti from page

tI]

It is undeniable that, to our taste, the plain terracotta of the William, a superb
and subtle piece of modelling, is more satisfying than the painted Mary, but
historically the latter is of great interest as preserving the actual colouring of the
royal robes; as presenting us with the single known figure of Mary in the round
it is of high importance in view of the lamentable disappearance of the original,
which was described in the Sale Catalogue issued after the fire of I838 as Very
fine," and must, with the William and all the other Exchange statues, have been
repainted and gilt by the Gresham Committee in I7)4; the City's taste in colour
went on later than might reasonably have been expected.

"

QUEEN ANNE

It is with great pleasure that I am able to publish the first photograph ever
taken of Carpenter's Queen Anne at Leeds. True, there is an engraving in
Ducatus Leodensis, but after more than two hundred years it is high time that
Cousin Milner," should
this fine work, presented to the town by Thoresby's
be better known, especially as more is recorded about it than about most statues,
and it still stands in the niche removed with it from the Moot Hall, to which it
was given in I7I2> to the Leeds Art Gallery. Vertue tells us that Andrew
Carpenter, its sculptor, was born in or about I677y so that he was young when
he obtained the commission. On May 2> I7I2> Thoresby notes in his Diary a
to Mr. Carpenter's in Piccadilly, to see the Queen's statue,
visit the day before
in marble, in her Parliamentary
robes, with Crown, globe [orb] and sceptre:
but they
Cousin Milner's most noble present to the Corporation of Leeds
were disappointed not to find it as far advanced as they hoped. A later visit was
When Mr. Carpenter had perfected his exquisite specimen
more satisfactory:
of his Art, it was viewed by many of the Nobility and Gentry, who generally
esteemed it the best that ever was made, not excepting the most celebrated one
in St. Paul's Churchyard," i.e. Bird', now in a convent at Hastings, its place
being taken by Belt's miserable modern copy. The Queen's fur-lined robe at
Leeds, fastened by tasselled strings, is worn above a knee-length bodice ending
in the lappets which we noticed in Mary's sleeves; a full skirt falls below this
about her feet, and over her head, and covering her shoulders, is a loose veil
(she had been a widow for four years, and wears the long veil seen on so many
monuments of the seventeenth century); lace ruffles fall from the sleeves; the
has been re-set crooked, and the sceptre is missing,
orb recently, I think
though finger and thumb are parted to receive it; the hair is lower in front than
Mary's ten years before, and the crown not set so far back.
At the other end of England, at Minehead, stands a yet finer statue of the
Queen, unknown to Thoresby and Vertue, executed by Francis Bird for Sir
Jacob Banckesy M P > in I709 as a gift to the town; it is of the same general type,
though its setting is an elaborate architectural shrine, but the experiment of
removing it from the church where it used to stand to the open air is a rash one,

"

"

";

"

—

—
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in spite of the protection afforded by the setting. The names of Bird and Carpenter were linked together not merely in that both represented Queen Anne,
but in the following commission quoted from the Wren Society's XVI volume:
Feb. z3, r7>6 —7, resolved that Mr. Bird and Mr. Carpenter Statuaries do proceed
to make Statues f'r St. Paul's according to the directions and agreement made
with them by Mr. James
but as Bird alone was paid for the statues of the
Apostles on the roof of St. Paul's, Carpenter clearly did not do any of them,
though the passage shows how high Carpenter stood in reputation, not in Leeds
only but in the capital, and explains why "My cousin Milner" employed him
in place of more than one competent York sculptor.
One notable difference there is between the royal sisters: Mary's face is drawn
and peevish, Anne's
has
widowed, and bereft of all her numerous children
a far greater serenity; her married life has been singularly happy, while Mary
had constantly to cope with William's absences, and his mistress Elizabeth
Villiers; finally, Anne's religion, unlike Mary', ruled her life and, more than
Good Queen Anne" of common speech.
anything, made her the

"

";

—

—
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The Du1wich Pictures
MURILLO'S FLOWER GIRL
THEO. MOORMAN

The Dulwich Gallery owns four important paintings by Murillo, all of which
formed part of the original Desenfans collection. At present only one of these
is included in the group of pictures on loan to the Leeds Art Gallery, A Spanish
Flower Girl, here reproduced. If the other three works ever come to Leeds„as
it is greatly to be hoped that they will, it will be most interesting to study, side
by side, the two extremes of this artist's work, the two studies of beggar boys,
painted in his early "cold style" and the Madonna of the Rosary painted in his
latest "vaporous style." Somewhere between the two> on what is surely a rare
height of this painter's achievement, stands the masterly conception and production of the Flower Girl, showing as it does a warmth and depth of style, lacking
in the Beggar Boys, and a humanity and realism so conspicuously absent in the
nebulous sentimentality of his later religious painting.
This picture is tantalizing. Viewed in relation to the history of the artist'
life it seems symbolic of the turning point in his career, when the path was open
to him to go forward along the mainstream of i7th century Spanish artistic
development or to turn aside into the backwaters. Murillo was born in Seville
and served his apprenticeship
in the workshop of an obscure painter, Juan de
Castillo. On this artist's leaving Seville some years later, Murillo was thrown
upon his own resources and picked up a precarious living by painting crude
religious pictures and selling them in the market places, and at the local fairs,
where, incidentally, he had ample opportunity to draw and study the beggar
boys which he later depicted in such picturesque squalor. The crude religious
paintings must at least have appealed to the popular taste, for a few years later,
his imagination stimulated by the accounts of other fields of art brought back
by a young fellow apprentice from military service in Flanders, Murillo saved
some money and set out for Madrid. Here his work was brought to the notice
of Velasquez under whom he worked in the royal galleries for about three years.
This artist's interest in Murillo and belief in his abilities must have been great,
for we are told that it culminated in an offer to finance the young painter on a
visit to Italy wljich, for some reason or other, was refused. If this chance had
been seized, if Murillo had had enough courage and spirit of adventure to drive
him forward to fresh experiences abroad and to a full and virile maturity of
style, even if, in painting his innumerable virgins, he had learnt from Velasquez
to exhalt the human personality, to give his madonnas character. as well as grace,
rather than clothing the divine idea in a generalized femininity, we might have
had another myth century Spanish artist approaching the stature of his master.
page zo
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SPANISH FLOWER GIRL

Oil on canvas 46

[ X 37$

DULWICH COLLECTION

ESTEBAN MURILLO

Murillo, however, choose to return to his native Seville where his technical
mastery, unmatched by creative vision, was devoted to the production of highly
popular religious paintings. At roughly the same time as the great Dutch painters
were supplying with singular perfection the specialized demands of contemporary
civilian life, Murillo's later works were furthering to a nicety the aims of the
Catholic Church in Spain. His enormous popularity in his native Andalusia
earned him the title of" The Beloved," and in that country the word "Murillo"
is still used colloquially as an adjective to imply excellence in painting.
Murillo's genre paintings have been generally ascribed to his early period, but
the Flower Girl is painted in a manner which links it more closely with the early
religious works, painted in his second "warm style," such as the Holy Family in
the Prado known as The Little Bird. The cold clarity of outline and the dramatized compositions, often enhanced by the introduction of strong light and shade,
which characterize so many of the early
Beggar Boy" works, have here given
to
a
deeper modelling and a softer, more subtle light. The usual illustrative
way
character of the subject matter and the hint which we so often have of the artist
playing up to his public have, in this painting, been modified in favour of a more
searching vision, producing what is, for this painter, a rare impression of reality,
in spite of some emphasis on the rather obvious rustic charms of the subject.
Murillo's colour range has usually great charm, but here, too, the lyrical softness
of the blues and greys of the sky, the pale gold of the dress and the exquisite
pink of the roses is thrown into sharp relief by the contrasting prose of the
strong, almost harsh golden brown of the woven woollen scarf. The painting of
the coarse and homely material of the scarf with its elementary pattern, such as
might have been produced on any peasant handloom right up to the present day,
provides a further contrast of texture with the soft delicacy of the rose petals.
These sharp variations in colour and texture combine admirably in reflecting
something of the contrasts in the personality of the girl, and we get just a glimpse
of the artist's potential powers as a portraitist.
Unfortunately, the vociferous claims of public demand were too strong for an
artist whose work almost always shows a tinge of self-satisfaction. His second
style of painting which still had some contact with the earth, rapidly developed
into the airy no-man'-land of his final phase, the "estilo valporoso," when the
kite's rope was finally cut. Among his mass of religious works of this period
a very few portraits stand out with the startling clarity of the naked truth from
the mists of evasion. Those, in particular, of his wife and of Father Cabanillas,
both in the Prado, have an integrity and dignity which raise them high above the
innumerable
renderings of the Immaculate Conception, the Child Christ and
other religious subjects which were so avidly sought after by his contemporaries.
Only here and there, in the portraits, in a very few of the earlier religious works
and in one or two of the genre paintings does the real artist emerge untrammelled
by self-complacency and by too strong an awareness of popular taste. Among
this small group of works the Spanish Elower Girl holds an important place.
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The wavery

Collection

EARLY CHINESE WARES
KATHLEEN

M. ARMISTEAD

The early Chinese wares in the Savery collection at Temple Newsam show
go6)> pottery assumed the qualities of
how, under the Tang dynasty (A.D. 6r8 —
—
a fine art. These qualities were inherited in the Sung period (A.D. 96o t279) by
potters who had become expert in a craft developed by their ancestors. Ceramic
ware, though its purpose was in the first place domestic and utilitarian and its
forms archaic, disassociated itself from both eventually and became perhaps the
finest aesthetic expression of a great culture. Unlike other art forms of the time,
such as poetry and painting, it is entirely free from associations of a regional,
historical, literary or religious character and therefore, its appeal is direct and
pure and it is intelligible to people of all times who respond to beauty of form,
texture and colour.
Some of the celaa'on wares were described in the previous article. These are
the Lung chiian celadons from Chekiang, which were the most famous of the
type. They are notable for their soft glazes. The colouring materials of ceramic
glazes are derived from certain metals, united as a rule with oxygen. All the
early glazes are more than 9o per cent iron or copper oxide. The celaa'ons owe
their colour to the presence of iron, and the soft appearance of the glazes on the
Lung chiian celadons is due to unfused particles in the glaze, which scatter the
light and cause cloudiness. Whether this particular beauty was the result of lack
of technical dexterity, or was of deliberate intent, it would be hard to say.
The other cela''ons in the Savery collection, deeper and clearer in colour and
mostly of an olive green shade, are the so-called "Northern" celaa'ons, whose
provenance is not yet completely established, though it is known that wares of
this type were made as early as the 9th century. The decoration is usually incised
and is perfectly appropriate to the circular forms. Wave patterns, foliations and
radial patterns suggesting flower petals, supply an infinite variety. The small
bowl in Case 23 on the Oak Corridor at Temple Newsam, with carved design of
boys and flowers, the conical bowl in Case t6, under the window, and the large
bowl (illustrated), with a design of a duck and waves, are delightful pieces of
this ware. The olive green of these celadons is caused by a small amount of
oxidation in the furnace conditions.
A very beautiful porcelain, which is well represented in this collection, is the
Ying ck'ing, which derives its name from the misty blue glaze which covers a
delicate and highly translucent body. This most lovely of all the Sung porcelains
is known only from excavated specimens, though it seems to have been widely
In quality it equals anything subsequently produced
distributed geographically.
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by the Chinese potter. The Chinese delighted in this exquisite ware, which was
at one time identified with the Ju yao, famous in Chinese literature and second
on y to the Ch'ai porcelain, which has become a legend , as no examp 1es are now
wn to exist.
e most poetic phrases were used to describe the Yin ch'in
rain and
resonant as a musical stone or jade."
y
e lue colour has been proved by spectroscopic analysis to be due to the
presence in the glaze of a metal called lithium.
Ying ch'intr has a close rel ationship, both in form and decoration, with the
Northern ceylon. The jar with a frilled mouth, in the illustration, is the most
eauti u and valuable of the Ying ch'ing pieces in the Savery collection. The
incise decoration is free and graceful and, though it covers the body of the ar,
it en ances, rather than otherwise, the delicacy and fra ilit
f h '
Th
roun jar with cover, also illustrated, though sturdier in style, has a beautiful
'
bluish translucent glaze. The remainder of tl Ie ing c ing pieces in
the collection
consist of small dishes or plates with the typical incised floral decoration.
The third piece in the same illustration is a small deep dish of Ting ware.
This is one of the best known of the Sung wares. D t'
h T
d
inated in Tin
it ori
originate
c ow but did not attain importance until it attracted the
ingchow,

Y''

SUNG POTTERY IN THE SAVERY COLLECTION

BowL: Brown-black glare,
"temmoku" type dia. 4p"

BowL: Black glate
spots,
~
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temmoku

with brown

type dta. 5$
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NORTHERN

CELADON BOWL IN TFIE SAVERY COLLECTION:
Sung Dynasty Jiu. 7s"

patronage of the Sung emperors. When the court moved south, under pressure
from the Tartar invasions, the Tingchow potters migrated to the south also.
The few examples of Ting ware in the Savery collection have a creamy or greyishw ite glaze. The interior of the dish in the illustration is decorated with a
radiating pattern and its neighbour in Case I6, the saucer dish with straight sides
as an incised floral design, which fills with exquisite economy the inside of the
dish. The mouth-rim of this piece is covered with metal to hide the unglazed
portion on which it rested whilst being fired in the kiln a frequent addition to
pieces o t is kind.

—
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Very different from these fine porcellaneous

wares are the heavy stoneware

temmoku bowls, of which there are numerous beautiful examples in the collection.
The name temmoku was first given to a bowl of this type, which was brought to

Japan by a Zen priest during the Sung period. It came from the Zen temple of
the T'en mu shan (Eye of Heaven mountain) and temmoku, derived from t'en mu,
is the generic name which was eventually applied to all wares of this kind. The
origin of the name suggests that these thickly glazed bowls were used for the
tea-drinking ceremonies of the Zen sect of Buddhism. The body of the wares is
heavy and dark, showing a rusty colour where it has been exposed to the fire,
or, sometimes, it is of a buff colour. The glazes are of the felspathic type, which,
in the Sung period, had superseded the earlier lead-silicates, and they are of high
viscosity. On this account they were applied thickly. The sluggish flow, terminating in thick rolls short of the foot rim, is very evident in some of the bowls.
The colour of the glazes is a deep brown-black, which in some cases, due to an
optical effect, shows a bluish tone. The lustrous black is flecked in varying
degrees with a golden brown. As in the case of the celadon glazes, the colouring
is achieved by the use of iron; the higher proportion of oxygen in the temmoku
glazes giving the deeper, ~armer colours. The amount of brown amongst the
black glaze is determined bv the excess of ferric oxide which, owing to the fact
that the glaze contains more than it can hold, in a cold solid state, separates out
on cooling. These chemical changes give rise to many beautiful effects, such as
the hare's fur and tortoiseshell markings. The howl on the left-hand side of the
illustration is a striking example of the latter. It will be seen by the unglazed foot
rim that the body is not dark, but of a buff'r whitish colour. The bowl on
the right-hand side of the illustration, which has a metal band round the unglazed
mouth rim, is a figured temmoku. Regular groups of brown spots form a design
on a dark ground both inside and outside the bowl. In all the figured temmokus
design and groundwork glaze are produced at the same firing. The result was
no doubt achieved in this case by coating the bowl with a glaze mixture which
would produce black on firing. The potter would then remove the portions
which he wished to show as brown, with a pointed and bevelled stick. The
design then being represented by vacant spaces, he would fill these areas with
another glaze mixture containing enough ferric oxide to produce a brown colour
on firing. In the furnace, the two glazes would blend together at the outlines of
the design.
Another type of Sung stoneware of which there are examples in the Savery
collection is that from Tt'u chou. This pottery in the south of Chihli, has the
longest continuous history of any ceramic factory in the world. Tt'u chou, which
Crockery Town," began its ceramic activity in the Sui
may be translated as
centre. There are two
dynasty (A.D. $ 89—618) and is still a manufacturing
different types of Tt'u chou ware and an example of each is shown in Case z7 in
the Oak Corridor. In the first type, the white or creamy glaze which is achieved
by means of a white slip covered with translucent glaze, is painted with a free

"
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SUNG POTTERY IN THE SAVERY COLLECTION
VAsE: Bluish-white glate,
DIEH: Creamy-white glare,
JAR wITH covER: Bluish-white
Ting dia. ()n
Ying ch'ing, h. 5n
glance, Ying ch'ing h. 4<n dia. 5n

design in black or sepia. The characteristic bold brushwork is shown on the jar
in the illustration, which is, however, probably a little later than the end of the
Sung dynasty. In the second type, the pot is covered with a thick black or
brown-black glaze and the design is cut away, so that, after firing, it stands out
in relief on the grey or buff coloured body. Such is the little jar with a cover on
lowest shelf of Case z7.
Enough has been said to show the great variety of the early Chinese wares,
from the heavy stonewares with their rich viscous glazes to the delicate translucent wares, which equal in beauty the most fragile porcelain of later periods.
The qualities which they all have in common are dignity and a subtle beauty of
form and colour of which the exquisite and restrained decoration is an intrinsic
part. These qualities distinguish this ceramic ware as belonging to the classic
period of Chinese art.
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CLAUDE ROGERS Recent Paintings
EDWARD BURRA Retrospective Exhibition
C. R. W. NEVINSON, A.R.A.—
Memorial Exhibition
RAYMOND COXON Recent Paintings
IVON HITCHENS New Paintings
JACOB EPSTEIN New Sculpture
ETHELBERT WHITE Paintings and Water-Colours
CAREL WEIGHT Paintings
DAME ETHEL WALKER, A.R.A.—
Paintings
KENNETH ROWNTREE First Exhibition
JOHN PIPER Designs for "The Rape of Lucretia"
HENRY MOORE Sculpture and Drawings
LIVING IRISH ART
FELIKS TOPOLSKI Painting and Drawings
The Art Collection of SIR W. ROTHENSTEIN
CHARLES MURRAY Pictures
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T. CARR, R. BUHLER and L. GOWING
THE MICHAEL E. SADLER COLLECTION
FRENCH POSTERS OF THE 'NINETIES
PISSARRO Three Generations
AUGUSTUS JOHN, R.A.—
Drawings
SIR WILLIAM NICHOLSON Paintings
STANLEY SPENCER Paintings and Drawings
W. R. SICKERT Recent Paintings
FRANCES HODGKINS Paintings and Water-colours
PAUL KLEE Paintings and Water-colours
GRAHAM SUTHERLAND
Paintings and Gouaches
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ALFRED STEVENS 150 Drawings (Drury Collection)
LUCIEN PISSARRO Memorial Exhibition
DORA GORDINE Sculpture
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